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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Australia is gliding into its 26th year of uninterrupted economic expansion
at the same time that the United States and the United Kingdom are
wrestling with political rebellions against the very forces that have stoked
Australia’s long boom. Open trade, high migration, and unimpeded
economic globalisation are under political challenge in major advanced
economies. In those same economies, respected economists are
predicting a gloomier future. Former US Treasury Secretary Lawrence
Summers has declared ours to be an “Age of Secular Stagnation”. US
economist Robert Gordon says the best is over for the US economy and
others like it.
This Analysis finds that Australia is an exception to unfavourable trends
said to be evident in other advanced economies. There is no evidence of
secular stagnation in the Australian economy — and not much evidence
of it in the US economy either. Australia exhibits very few of the
‘headwinds’ to growth Gordon cites for the United States. There is no
doubt global output growth is slowing, however, largely because of
slowing population growth, ageing of the population, and the inevitable
decline in emerging economy productivity growth as they catch up to
advanced economies. Even so, Australia can remain strikingly
exceptional, underpinned by markedly stronger workforce growth over the
next 35 years than is now likely in the United States (or China, Europe or
Japan, all of which will have shrinking workforces).
Australia cannot control what happens in the rest of the world, but with
sensible policies to enhance the value of its human capital Australian living
standards can grow a little faster than those of the United States, Europe,
or Japan over coming decades. Those sensible policies will, however,
become harder to sustain as global competition for skilled migrants
increases, as the political cost of measures to increase workforce
participation rise, and as bigger disparities in Australian household wealth
become increasingly apparent in similarly widening disparities in
Australian incomes and life opportunities.
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DIRE PREDICTIONS
As the Australian economy enters its 26th year of uninterrupted
expansion, much of the rest of the world ponders a gloomy future of
intractably slow growth and economic hazard. In both the United Kingdom
and the United States economic disappointment has sparked political
rebellions against trade, migration, and economic globalisation, policies
important to Australia’s success. Global output growth has slowed over
the past five years, as has the growth of world trade and industrial
production. For most of the past five years the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) has expected growth to strengthen, and in most years it has
been disappointed.
In advanced economies the slowdown has been so persistent it has given
rise to a new economic literature to explain it. Former US Treasury
Secretary Lawrence Summers warns of a stubborn “Age of Secular
Stagnation” beyond the reach of even the most drastic central bank
1
remedies. US economist Robert Gordon looks further into the future,
arguing the slowdown today is just the beginning of a prolonged
2
deterioration that will continue for decades. In a recent report the Asian
Development Bank declared that Asia faces the same slowdown and the
3
same limits to growth as are now forecast for the advanced economies.
These are only some of the items on a lengthening list of global economic
4
woes. It is frequently reported that China is on the brink of financial crisis.
5
A recent report by Deutsche Bank predicts 35 years of low world growth.
Following French economist Thomas Piketty’s diagnosis of widening
inequality as profits implacably grow faster than wages, Branko Milanovic
argues that rising inequality threatens the entire existing order of global
6
trade, investment, and migration. His concerns appear to have been
validated by Brexit and the election of Donald Trump, two political
rebellions of the losers against the winners from three decades of
accelerating economic globalisation.
With output growth not far below the average of recent years, the
Australian economy appears to be a weird exception in the global gloom.
Despite a sharp fall in mining investment, slumping commodity prices, and
a slowdown in Australia’s biggest export markets, the Australian economy
continues to do quite well. But if these are indeed harsh times, if the global
economy is indeed deteriorating, if the rest of the world really is entering
an indefinitely prolonged economic slowdown attended with political
rebellions of the have-nots, how can Australia be unaffected?
Australia has an open economy, so what happens elsewhere in the world
will sooner or later be reflected in trade, capital flows, and migration here.
The structure of the Australian economy is similar to other advanced
economies, so what is happening in their economies might also be
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happening or about to happen here. With this prospect in mind, this
Analysis inspects this flood tide of daunting prophecies. It ponders their
plausibility, how Australia might fare in the future they depict, and how
Australia should respond to the risks they present.

SECULAR STAGNATION
According to Summers, the United States and other advanced economies
are caught in a trap. Households and businesses are fearful and hesitant,
with households trying to save more and businesses wishing to invest
less. The result is that savings and investment, which are always equal,
reach equality at a level of output below that necessary to provide full
employment. Evoking a 1939 paper by US economist Alvin Hansen,
7
Summers calls this ‘secular stagnation’.
The usual solution to this problem would be for central banks to lower
interest rates to discourage saving and encourage investment. But
because inflation is so low, Summers argues, real or after-inflation interest
rates remain above the level required to equalise saving and investment
at full employment. To further stimulate investment, central banks would
need to set policy rates well below zero, which would create many
awkward problems. Instead, Summers urges spending on infrastructure
to raise investment and output. Already troubled by deficits and high debt,
governments have been reluctant to take Summers’ advice.
Summers’ story is plausible, forcefully argued, and well grounded in
standard theory. If he is right, the world has a big problem and Australia
will sooner or later share it.

Although business
investment is down,
there is otherwise no
evidence of stagnation
in Australia.

The Australian economy is at first glance a good candidate for secular
stagnation. Investment has fallen sharply as a share of GDP. Total
business investment peaked at 18 per cent of GDP in 2012 and by 2015
was down to 14 per cent of GDP. Compared with a decade ago national
savings has increased as a share of GDP.
However, more than half of the decline in investment was in mining and
8
mining-related investment. It has not fallen because interest rates are too
high or demand too low, but because a large number of projects were
9
commenced around the same time and finished around the same time.
Although business investment is down, there is otherwise no evidence of
stagnation in Australia. Employment growth has been quite firm over the
past few years. Helped along by stronger exports, home construction, and
household consumption, output growth is running around its average rate
of the past few decades.
Similarly, there is no evidence that monetary policy in Australia is
ineffective, or likely to become so soon. Since 2011 the policy rate has
fallen 325 basis points. This is more than three times the decline in core
inflation, so the real interest rate has fallen markedly. The decline in
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interest rates has been associated with a strong upswing in residential
construction, a lower and more competitive Australian dollar, much higher
exports (including services), as well as rising prices for bonds, shares, and
property. At around 1.5 per cent, Australian core inflation is low but very
far from negative.
While interest rates may be near rock bottom in the United States,
Europe, the United Kingdom, and Japan, the Australian overnight rate
is, at 1.5 per cent, still well above zero. It has not been necessary for the
Reserve Bank to seriously consider negative interest rates, major bond
purchases to drive down the long-term interest rate, major purchases of
bank securities such as packaged mortgages to directly drive down bank
funding costs and increase liquidity, or intervention in foreign exchange
markets to directly drive down the Australian dollar. All those tools could
be used if required.
For all its celebrity, it is not entirely clear that Summers’ thesis explains
what is happening in the US economy either. For one, the US economy is
not stagnant, though that is not the real weakness in the story. If Summers
is right, not only would we expect to see markedly lower GDP growth in
the United States, but also lower investment and higher savings. Yet
business investment in the United States as a share of GDP is quite close
to where it was earlier in the decade, and savings as a share of GDP has
been on average a little below where it was earlier. GDP growth over the
past five years has averaged a bit less than the average over the seven
years before the Great Recession, but not much less.
Excluding residential investment, private investment in the United
States is not markedly weaker than it was. US fixed non-residential
investment averaged 12.9 per cent of GDP in the nine years from 2000 to
2008. In the five years from 2011 to 2015 it averaged 12.5 per cent. On
10
average it is down, but not by much. Savings have decreased rather
than increased. Domestic savings averaged 18.6 per cent of US GDP in
the eight years from 2000 to 2007, and 17.7 per cent in the six years from
11
2010 to 2015. And while the US economy is growing more slowly now
than it was before the global financial crisis, it is not growing much more
slowly. From 2000 to 2007 average real output growth in the United States
12
was 2.7 per cent. From 2010 to 2015 it was 2.1 per cent. It was 2.4 per
13
cent in each of the past two full calendar years, 2014 and 2015. By
contrast, Hansen proposed his secular stagnation thesis after US output
had abruptly changed from growth of 5.1 per cent in 1937 to a contraction
of 3.3 per cent in 1938. (Unhappily for the timing of Hansen’s argument,
US output growth took off in 1939 with a massive increase in defence
production, and kept going.)
It is true US productivity growth or the growth of output per hour worked is
well down. But the secular stagnation thesis is not intended to explain the
productivity slowdown — though the productivity slowdown explains most
of the slowdown in US output growth.
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Summers argues that the United States is making a relatively weak
recovery from the recession of 2008 and 2009, compared with past
recoveries. That is certainly true. On the other hand, the upswing is now
in its seventh year and shows few signs of ending. It is not far short of a
record for an uninterrupted expansion. Comparing only the amplitude of
14
upswings gives insufficient weight to their duration.

HEADWINDS TO GROWTH
Whatever problems Australia might be encountering, secular stagnation
is not one of them. Nor is it convincingly evident in the United States. But
what of the future? Is growth in the world’s biggest advanced economy
likely to decline over coming decades? And if so, does Australia present
the same symptoms? This brings us to US economist Robert Gordon’s
work.

Gordon argues that the
best is well and truly over
for the US economy…

Gordon argues that the best is well and truly over for the US economy and
that over the coming decades growth will be slower. The most notable of
his claims is that the true transformative technologies were those of the
past — electricity, sewerage, railways, cars, aviation, telephones. It is hard
to identify anything recent or likely to emerge that can or will match them
for productivity gains. He argues that increased computing power,
cheaper telecommunications, and mobile devices will continue to be
useful but have not and will not permit productivity increases of the
magnitude of earlier technologies.
That argument is not the only reason Gordon thinks the best is over —
and not the most important reason. He identifies other ‘headwinds’ that
will slow the growth of output and living standards in the United States and
economies like it. He cites the ageing of the American population, the
cresting of the contribution to productivity made by increasing education
over the past century, the increasing share of services in advanced
country output, global warming, budget deficits and government debt, and
increasing inequality of incomes and wealth.
Putting aside the demographic issue, Gordon’s first headwind to growth in
the United States is human capital, or the skills of the workforce. He
argues the big contribution to US productivity growth from increasing
levels of education and training in the US workforce is now peaking.
Australia has a sufficiently similar economy and education system to the
United States to suggest what may be true for human capital in the United
States might also be true for human capital in Australia.
One way to examine this in Australia is to contrast the Australian Bureau
of Statistics (ABS) measures of hours worked and ‘quality adjusted’ hours
worked. The latter adjusts the number of hours worked by changes in the
quality of hours worked. If new entrants to the workforce are better
educated on average than the existing members of the workforce, the
quality of hours worked increases.
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The extent to which the rate of growth of quality adjusted hours worked
exceeds the unadjusted rate is a measure of the rising average quality of
the workforce — or, at least, an ABS measure of that difference. The
measure takes into account the rising education level of new entrants, the
changing levels of training and retraining of employees, and the extent to
which experienced workers are retiring.
The ABS data shows that in the five years to 2014/15 the growth of
adjusted hours over unadjusted hours was a touch below the five-year
record reached in 2010/11 and otherwise faster than in any five-year
15
period from the beginning of the series in 1994/95.
On this ABS measure, over the past 20 years the quality of the workforce
has continued to increase, driven by increasing levels of education,
training, and experience. We also know the proportion of new entrants to
the workforce with university education is still rising in Australia, and is still
below the US rate. In May 2015 the ABS reported that the proportion of
working-age women with a degree had increased fourfold over the past
15 years, while the proportion of working-age men with degrees had more
16
than doubled. Looking at Certificate 3 vocational qualifications through
to doctorates, the proportion of workforce-aged Australians with formal
educational qualifications has increased from 47 per cent to 60 per cent
17
in the past five years.
With the sharp increase in the proportion of young people in higher
education in recent years, the improvement in workforce quality should
continue for some time. To the extent it is actually funded, the needsbased school support program that came out of the Gonski Review of
Funding for Schooling should drive up the average quality of school
leavers. There are also major gains possible in vocational education and
in preschool education. So regardless of whether productivity gains from
increasing education are peaking in the United States, they still have quite
a way to go in Australia.
Gordon’s second headwind to growth in the United States is that labour
productivity gains are slower in the services sector than in manufacturing.
Since most employees in the United States are in services and most
output is accounted for by services, and since the services sector is
expected to continue growing faster than manufacturing, productivity
growth over the economy as a whole is likely to decline. If that is a problem
in the United States it might well be a problem in Australia, which has an
even bigger services sector employing an even bigger share of the
workforce.
Regardless of whether that is true of the United States, it has not been
true of Australia. Compared with productivity growth overall, productivity
gains in services in Australia have been quite big. In the 20 years from
1994/95 to 2014/15 the average annual rate of productivity growth
across industries where the ABS is confident it can be measured was
18
1.8 per cent. In wholesale trade over the same period the average
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annual rate of growth of labour productivity was 4 per cent; in information,
media, and telecommunications also 4 per cent; in finance 3.7 per cent;
in retail 2.7 per cent; in transport 1.8 per cent. It was lower in professional
and technical services (1 per cent) and in rental, hiring, and real estate
(0.8 per cent). However, in all these service industries productivity
increased on average and has increased in the five years to the latest data
point, 2014/15. Over the same period labour productivity in agriculture has
grown much faster, at an annual average rate of 5.3 per cent. But the
annual average gain in manufacturing was only 1.9 per cent — around the
average of the economy as a whole, and well below the gains in retail,
wholesale, information and telecommunications and media, and finance.
Over those years labour productivity in mining and in electricity, gas, and
water actually fell.
Productivity growth overall could be dragged down if low productivity
service industries expanded while high productivity manufacturing and
mining contracted. But many service industries have high levels of
productivity. Using Australian Department of Employment calculations, in
2016 an hour’s work in manufacturing produced $58 (in 2013/14 dollars)
in added value. In media and telecommunications an hour’s work added
$139 in value; in wholesale trade $94; finance and insurance $186; in
19
rental hiring and real estate services $127; and in transport $62. Some
services have lower productivity levels than manufacturing. However, in
general, manufacturing productivity in Australia is not so high or services
sector productivity so low that a continuing decline in the share of
manufacturing and a continuing increase in the share of services will
necessarily reduce the level of productivity overall.

There are good reasons
to think service sector
productivity gains can
continue.

There are good reasons to think service sector productivity gains can
continue. More computing power, better software, and more market
disciplines in areas such as health and education will likely continue to
improve output per hour worked in services. Services trade is at the heart
of most recent regional trade agreements, opening up larger markets for
Australian commercial services as well as education and tourism.
Increasing demand for services permits economies of scale. Increasing
levels of education and rising skill levels should also benefit the services
20
sector since it is labour intensive.
Of the headwinds to the growth of US output and incomes Gordon detects,
those concerning the contribution of education and training to productivity,
and services sector productivity, do not apply in Australia. This leaves
three big issues to consider. One is stagnation of incomes from higher
taxes and rising inequality. The other two are Gordon’s prediction of a
slower rate of technological innovation compared with the past, and the
headwind of ageing and slower population growth.
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STAGNANT INCOMES AND INEQUALITY
Gordon argues that not only will US output growth be slower, but
household disposable incomes for most Americans will increase by even
less than the rate of growth of output. One headwind to income growth he
identifies is size of government debt and deficits. Another is the increasing
inequality of incomes in the United States.
With US debt at an all-time high, interest payments on government debt
will inevitably mean higher taxes and or reduced benefit payments over
the next 20 years compared with the past 20 years. This will be true of
Australia also, but to a much smaller degree. Australian government
debt to GDP (including states, and net of financial assets) will reach
21
20 per cent of GDP in 2018/19. In the United States it is already a little
22
over 80 per cent of GDP. If government debt in both economies
stabilised around this share of GDP and the interest rate on long-term debt
was the same in both economies, the tax required to pay the interest on
that debt would be four times higher as a share of GDP in the United
States than Australia. At a 3 per cent interest rate for example it would be
0.6 per cent of GDP in Australia, and 2.4 per cent in the United States.
And if Australia does indeed bring the budget back into balance in four or
five years and then keeps it in balance, the interest payment will gradually
23
decline as a share of GDP.
Gordon’s concerns about inequality are shared by Branko Milanovic. In
Global Inequality: A New Approach for the Age of Globalization, Milanovic
convincingly documents sharply increasing income inequality in advanced
economies since the 1980s, although income inequality has declined
across the world as a whole. The median income for Americans is now
only a little above where it was 20 years ago. If globalisation is one of the
causes, as Milanovic argues, it clearly has not benefited lower-income
Americans. And if Gordon is right and US incomes and productivity will
increase much more slowly over the next 20 years than the last halfcentury or so, then on today’s pattern of distribution those in the middle
and below may see their living standards continue to decline.
Milanovic argues rising inequality in the United States has been caused
by the decline of manufacturing, the concurrent increase in cheap
manufactured imports from low labour cost economies such as China,
declining trade union membership, the rise of the finance sector and other
well-paid service sectors, and waves of labour migration to the United
States.
In most of these respects Australia is not in the least exceptional. It has
gone in exactly the same direction as the United States. Over the past
20 years Australia switched from compulsory arbitration to a wage
bargaining system, goods imports rose from 30 per cent of domestic sales
to 40 per cent, net migration to Australia exceeded three million or about
one-eighth of Australia’s population today, cross-border capital flows
vastly increased, the full effect of tariff cuts in 1988 and 1991 was felt
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across Australian manufacturing, more government businesses including
Telstra were privatised, the reforms introduced by the National
Competition Policy Review (the Hilmer Review) increased competition in
government services, and in many other areas market forces were given
free play.
The finance sector boomed. Between 1994/95 and 2014/15 the
manufacturing workforce declined from 14 per cent of total employment to
8 per cent. Over the same period, total employment in services increased
from 72 per cent of the workforce to 77 per cent. The profit share of
national factor income increased a little, while the wages share fell a little.
In 1994, just over one-quarter of private sector employees were trade
union members. Nineteen years later the proportion had plummeted to
one in twelve.
Almost everything that Milanovic cites as the causes of the big increase in
US inequality and the decline of median incomes also happened in
Australia, and at much the same time. Yet the results in America are not
replicated in Australia.
Both Gordon and Milanovic point to decline or stagnation in median
American incomes over decades. On the latest US data the median
income after inflation rose by 5.5 per cent in 2015, the best result in many
years. Even so, the US median income was still below the level reached
24
in 1999.

Australia’s income
distribution has become
more unequal.

Far from falling over the period, median and lower incomes in Australia
have strongly increased. According to the ABS Household Income and
Wealth data, in the 19 years from 1994/95 to 2013/14 the disposable
incomes of the lowest fifth (or quintile) of households increased after
25
inflation by 58 per cent. The average incomes of households in the third
quintile increased by much the same. The income of the highest quintile
of households increased by 80 per cent. While the highest quintile gained
the most by a considerable margin, all the other quintiles also saw
considerable real gains.
Remarkably, there was not much change in household disposable income
shares. In 1994/95 the lowest quintile accounted for 7.9 per cent of all
household income. By 2013/14 that had fallen, but only to 7.5 per cent.
The highest quintile gained, from 37.8 per cent of all household income in
26
1994/95 to 40.8 per cent. In 1994/95 household income at the top of the
ninetieth percentile was 3.8 times the lowest percentile, and in 2013/14 it
27
was four times the lowest.
Australia’s income distribution has become more unequal. A summary
measure is the Gini coefficient, where a value of one means that all
income goes to one household and a value of zero means each
household has the same income. On ABS figuring the Gini coefficient for
household disposable incomes in Australia was 0.302 in 1994/95. By
28
2013/14 the Gini coefficient was 0.333, a significant deterioration. Even
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so, on comparable data the deterioration has been far sharper in the
United States. On OECD calculations and using for comparability the
income definitions standard until 2011, the Australian Gini for disposable
income moved from 0.315 in 2004 to 0.324 in 2012, a change of .009. In
the same period the US Gini for disposable income moved from 0.360 to
0.389, a change of 0.029, or more than twice as much expressed as a
29
percentage change.
After 20 years of relentless economic restructuring in Australia, the
increase in disposable income inequality is not as big as we might have
expected. There are warning signs in the deterioration that has occurred,
however, and further deterioration is already baked in. Since wealth is far
more unevenly distributed than income and there have been big gains in
household wealth, it is highly likely that the wealth distribution has become
far more unequal. Sooner or later those increased disparities in wealth will
become more apparent in widening disparities in income and in the life
opportunities provided by housing amenity, education, and health. But so
far, the lowest income fifth has seen big increases in disposable income,
and the gains at the top have not been as lavish as those for the United
States or the United Kingdom.
There are a lot of reasons why the increase in income inequality in
Australia has been constrained. Among them are a quarter century of
uninterrupted economic growth, which has kept unemployment low and
jobs growth high, skills-based migration, relatively high minimum wages,
means-tested social welfare, progressive income taxation, an egalitarian
culture, and so on. The important point is that in Australia, at least, vast
and increasing income inequalities do not threaten the open trade and
investment policies on which Australia’s economic success has long
depended. To put it another way, Australia’s high degree of egalitarianism
and the policies necessary to sustain it have not proved inconsistent with
a quarter century of prosperity. Indeed, a high degree of egalitarianism
30
may be an important condition for sustaining prosperity.

THE BEST IS BEHIND US
Gordon’s most widely known contribution to the literature is his argument
that the growth of productivity or output per hour worked will not be as
good in future as it was in the past. He claims the technologies which
added immensely to wealth over the past hundred years, such as
electricity, motor vehicles, aviation and indoor plumbing, are unlikely to be
matched in the coming fifty or hundred years. Querying predictions of a
new wave of productivity arising from technological innovations such as
machine learning and digital disruption, he points out that US productivity
growth has been declining in recent years — despite much cheaper and
vastly more powerful computing technologies.
In a certain sense Gordon’s argument has already proved true, and for
Australia as well as the United States. Australia’s economic growth, the
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growth of its living standards, of productivity, have already slowed — and
far more dramatically than the likely slowing we might expect in coming
decades.

Measured as GDP
per head, Australian
living standards
have increased by
61 per cent…

In the celebrated upswing of the past 25 years, Australia’s GDP has
increased by 123 per cent. Measured as GDP per head, Australian living
standards have increased by 61 per cent — not much less than two-thirds.
It is a remarkable record. But it is easily exceeded in the quarter century
following the end of the Second World War, roughly the period Gordon
refers to as the peak period for technical innovation and productivity
growth.
In the 25 years from 1946 to 1971 Australian GDP increased by
230 per cent, just short of twice the gain of the past 25 years. Real income
per person increased 157 per cent, well over twice the gain of the past
25 years. It is difficult to find a good estimate for labour productivity gains
in the 25 years from 1947 to 1972, but it is possible to get a rough idea by
comparing the growth of real output with the growth of employment.
Output rose 230 per cent over the period, and employment 78 per cent,
for a roughly estimated productivity gain of 152 per cent. Productivity
growth over the upswing of the past 25 years has been solid, but at
54 per cent it has not been a patch on the earlier gain. It is not that far in
front of the 49 per cent gain from 1972 to 1991, the unhappiest of our
post-war economic experiences.
So it is true that growth in output and productivity is not nearly as good
now as it was between the end of Second World War and the early 1970s.
In this respect Australia is no exception. But if this is all or most of what
Gordon is pointing out, it does not tell us much about whether productivity
growth in the next 25 years will be lower or higher than the past 25 years,
in either the United States or Australia. In his own projections Gordon is
content to assume that future US productivity growth will on average
match that of recent decades.

THE THREAT OF FINANCIAL CATASTROPHE IN CHINA
Before moving on to the wider issue of future global growth, we should
examine another dire prediction, this time of a crisis so severe that any
further discussion of global growth prospects would be for a long while
unnecessary. According to many commentators, chief among today’s
risks is China’s debt.
A financial crisis in China caused by bank losses and depositor panic
would have an immediate impact on Australia through the collapse of
metals prices, the Australian dollar, and share prices of major exporters of
commodities to China.
So how likely is such a crisis? According to the Institute of International
31
Finance, China’s total debt has reached 280 per cent of GDP. Of course,
not all that debt is actually at risk. China has huge savings, some of which
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it exports to the rest of the world through its current account surplus. Only
in recent years has it begun to liberalise management of capital flows with
other countries. A consequence is that almost all of China’s debt is owed
within China and priced in Chinese yuan.
Moody’s ratings agency finds that of the debt of 280 per cent of GDP,
about 40 per cent of GDP is central government debt. Another 40 per cent
of GDP is household debt — still quite low by comparison with other
countries. In Moody’s view, neither of these borrowing sectors present
significant aggregate default risks. Nor is there substantial aggregate risk
to debt held by privately owned businesses, which in recent years have
increased their assets markedly faster than they have increased debt. The
debt of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) does present risks. Moody’s
estimates that SOE debt is 115 per cent of GDP. Most of this debt is owed
to China’s state-owned banks. Not all of it or even most of it is at risk of
default. Moody’s calculates that the cost of reducing the debt of the most
egregiously over-borrowed SOEs to the median leverage of SOEs would
32
be 25 per cent of GDP.
Were China’s government to assume all that debt, it would take Chinese
government debt to 65 per cent of GDP. This would still be well below the
33
United States (80 per cent of GDP) and much of Europe. Moody’s
numbers are conservative. The IMF estimates that corporate debt
34
equivalent to 15.5 per cent of GDP is ‘potentially at risk’, with potential
losses of around 7 per cent of GDP.
The growth of debt in China presents a serious policy problem that will be
costly to resolve. But whether it is 25 per cent of GDP or 7 per cent of
GDP, it is clearly well within the capacity of China’s government to resolve
bad debt in SOEs when it became necessary to do so. Only a very inept
government in China would permit a financial catastrophe it has the
means to prevent.

THE GLOBAL GROWTH SLOWDOWN SINCE THE
GREAT RECESSION
Australia may not share many of the problems Gordon and others say will
impede US output growth. But as a trading nation, Australia is not
protected from the broader trend of slower global growth.
There is no doubt global output growth has slowed, though mostly not due
to impediments identified by Summers or Gordon. In the three years prior
to the 2008 Great Recession in the United States and Europe global
35
output growth averaged 5.3 per cent. In the three years beginning 2010
annual global growth averaged 4.3 per cent, and in the three succeeding
years (2013–2015) 3.3 per cent. Comparing the years before the Great
Recession with the most recent years, global output growth has fallen by
over a third. But much of the slowdown has been in the emerging or less
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developed economies such as China rather than the advanced
economies such as the United States.
Comparing the three years 2005–2007 with the three years 2013–2015,
the advanced economies slowed from a weighted annual average GDP
growth of 2.9 per cent to a weighted annual average of 1.6 per cent, a
total slowdown of 1.3 percentage points. Over the same two periods the
emerging economies slowed from a weighted annual average of
8 per cent to 4.5 per cent, a slowdown of 3.5 percentage points, or more
than twice the deceleration in the advanced economies. Using purchasing
36
power parity weights,
the advanced economies accounted for
42.5 per cent of global output in 2015, and the emerging economies for
the remainder. So the emerging economies slowed more than twice as
much as the advanced economies, and have more weight in the global
economy. Of the change in global output growth, comparing the three
years 2005–2007 with the three years 2013–2015 the emerging
37
economies accounted for roughly three-quarters of the decline.

Despite the torrent of
gloomy prognoses of the
advanced economies,
slowing global growth is
predominantly not about
the problems of advanced
economies at all.

The slowdown in China, for example, is much bigger and more important
for global growth than the slowdown in the United States. In constant
prices, US output growth slowed from an annual average of 2.6 per cent in
the three years 2005–2007 to 2.1 per cent in the three years 2013–2015,
a decline of 0.5 percentage points. By contrast, comparing the same
periods, China’s growth slowed from 12.7 per cent to 7.3 per cent, a
slowdown of 5.4 percentage points. The two economies were roughly the
same size over the period, so the slowdown in China’s economy
contributed much more to the global slowdown than did the US.
Despite the torrent of gloomy prognoses of the advanced economies,
slowing global growth is predominantly not about the problems of
advanced economies at all. Whatever their relevance to the United States
or Europe, the arguments made by Summers and Gordon are not
explanations about what is happening to global growth, which is what
matters most for Australian exports. The slowdown is mostly about the
emerging economies. And since it is so big, the China slowdown is the
most important single part of the emerging economy slowdown.
The slowdown in China, it should be noted, is exactly what the IMF, the
World Bank, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) and for that matter policymakers in the United
States and Australia, and of course in China, both expected and sought.
Economic policy officials the world over argued China’s investment and
credit-based growth model was not sustainable. It should rebalance away
from investment, away from industrial production growth, and towards
consumption and services production. Inevitably, it was said, China’s
growth would slow — but to a more sustainable pace. Much of this is what
has actually happened.
There are certainly other influences contributing to the slowdown. Brazil,
Russia, South Africa, and Canada, for example, have been knocked by
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lower commodity prices and other troubles. But a large part of the global
growth slowdown is intended and desirable.
What about the next 25 years? Will global growth continue to slow?

THE NEXT QUARTER CENTURY
Output growth is the sum of the growth of output per worker (labour
productivity) and the growth of the number of workers. In the advanced
38
economies productivity growth has slowed in recent years. Whether that
slowdown continues or not depends on the pace of technological
innovation, the rate of growth of capital equipment, and on advances in
education and training. Technological advances have proved very hard to
predict. Gordon argues that there is less promise in new computer and
software technologies than is commonly supposed, and he may be right.
We do not know. Gordon himself sensibly assumes labour productivity in
the United States will grow at the average rate of the recent past, which
has been less than spectacular.
In the emerging economies, productivity growth has different drivers.
Since they have a long way to go to catch up to the productivity levels of
the United States and other advanced economies, productivity growth in
the emerging economies is not limited to the rate of technological
advances in the developed economies. In Asia, in particular, productivity
growth has been much faster. Subsistence farmers move to city
manufacturing or construction jobs, manufacturers deploy more capital on
more advanced machinery, transport and communications improve by
leaps and bounds and education levels rise. That is why China has been
able to grow three or four times faster than the United States, although the
number of workers in China is falling. But the catch-up will sooner or later
fade. In their time, Japan, Taiwan, Korea, and Singapore all enjoyed
periods of very rapid catch-up productivity growth. As the gap narrows,
their productivity growth has drifted back towards the productivity growth
of other advanced economies. This will almost certainly prove true of
China, Indonesia, India, Brazil, and other catch-up economies, though
39
they still have a long way to run with big productivity gains.
Over coming decades global productivity growth is therefore likely to
decline towards the advanced economy rate. At the same time,
demography will also be dragging on global output growth. Unlike the
productivity frontier, demographic change is predictable.

DEMOGRAPHY RULES
As national income rises the number of children born to a couple falls. At
the same time, better healthcare prolongs lives. Both are good
developments, although together they mean population growth falls,
populations get older, and as they get older the proportion of working-age
people in the total population falls.
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Over the past ten years
the workforce in Europe
has shrunk by 1 per cent.
The workforce in China
over the same period has
shrunk by 2 per cent.

Over the past ten years the workforce in Europe has shrunk by 1 per cent.
40
The workforce in China over the same period has shrunk by 2 per cent.
Between 2005 and 2015 the working-age population in Japan declined by
41
an astonishing 11 per cent. Most major advanced economies will see
declining population growth over the next 40 years, and many will see
actual population declines.
Because of this slowdown in world population growth, and more
particularly the slowdown in the growth of the working-age population,
world output growth will continue to slow. Only faster productivity growth
can offset this, and faster global productivity growth is unlikely in the long
term. The slowdown will be mitigated by the increasing weight of fastergrowing developing economies in world output, but it is a safe bet the
underlying trend will persist.
This combination of slowing productivity and population growth is now
commonplace in global projections. In its 2014 study Shifting Gear: Policy
Challenges for the Next 50 years, the OECD, for example, projected
slower global growth over the next 30 years because of population ageing
and the “gradual deceleration” of the period of rapid growth in emerging
42
economies. In a 2016 study the Asian Development Bank argued
slowing population growth will continue to clip Asia’s economic growth
over coming decades. Because of the increasing weight of the fastergrowing emerging economies in global output, the global slowdown is
likely to be mild, though prolonged.
In this projected slowdown there is nothing astonishing. Led by the
developing economies, global output in recent decades has increased at
a rate and volume never experienced in human history. Even with the
expected slowdown there will continue to be vast gains in living standards.

AUSTRALIA’S MOST EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTION
So what does the global slowdown in workforce, productivity, and output
growth mean for Australia?
We have seen that Australia is an exception to many of the problems now
encountered in other advanced economies. Its income distribution is less
unequal than most other advanced economies. Among other advantages
that enables Australia to sustain a relatively larger program of inward
migration than either the United States or the United Kingdom, without the
attendant political rebellion. It has demonstrated reasonable services
sector productivity growth, and a rising contribution to human capital from
education and training.
Australia’s most exceptional exception, however, is its demography.
Australia has a major demographic advantage over almost all other
advanced economies and many developing ones. Its population is
growing faster than many others, it is younger than others, and while the
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population is ageing it is not ageing as fast as many other advanced
economies.
In the five years to 2010 Australia’s population increased on average by
1.8 per cent a year, markedly faster than India or Indonesia (both
1.4 per cent). It grew faster than Canada’s population, twice as fast as that
of the United States, and three times faster than the populations of China
43
or the United Kingdom. These were years of unusually rapid population
growth even by Australia’s standards in recent decades. However, at an
annual average growth of 1.4 per cent over the past 40 years, Australia’s
population growth has been faster than most developed nations, and
faster than quite a few developing nations.
For output growth the most important aspect of demography is the growth
of the workforce-aged population rather than the population as a whole.
In respect of workforce growth, Australia’s singularity is even more
striking. The United Nations projects the population aged 15 to 59 will
44
shrink by one-third in China between now and 2050. It will continue to
decline in Europe (especially in Germany) and Japan. In the United
Kingdom it will increase by 4 per cent. In Canada, an immigrant nation like
Australia, it will increase by 5 per cent. In the United States it will increase
by 9 per cent, a considerable advantage compared with the other major
advanced economies.
But compared to these populations, Australia will be in a class of its own.
For Australia the United Nations projects that the population in this age
group will increase by 25 per cent — almost three times faster than the
United States rate. The United Nations projects for Australia over the next
two or three decades far faster workforce growth than in any other
sizeable advanced economy.
Australian official population projections are even better. They are devised
on different assumptions about net migration and so forth so are not
directly comparable. Even so, the ABS and Treasury projections are
markedly stronger than the implied UN projection of a 0.7 per cent annual
average growth rate of Australia’s working-age population over coming
decades.
In its central forecast of Australian population growth to 2061, the ABS
projects an implied average annual population growth of around
1.2 per cent through the period. It projects the number of people of
workforce age, defined here as those aged 15 to 64, will increase at an
45
implied annual average growth rate of around 1 per cent.
Treasury’s 2015 Intergenerational Report Australia in 2055 projects
Australia’s population will increase by an annual average of 1.3 per cent
in the years to 2055 — not far below the average of 1.4 per cent of the last
40 years.
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In looking at the growth of the labour force Treasury comes to a quite
startling conclusion, one important to Australia’s economic future. Rather
than looking only at the growth of the workforce-aged cohort it looks at
changing workforce participation rates. In recent decades a higher
proportion of women have joined the workforce, and a higher proportion
of people have remained in the workforce longer than the age cohorts
they replace.
Projecting forward the increasing participation rates by women and older
workers, Treasury calculates a much faster rate of growth of hours worked
than implied in either the UN or the ABS scenario. Its projections imply
hours worked will increase at an annual average of 1.3 per cent over the
next 40 years — the same rate as the population as a whole. This is nearly
double the UN projection of workforce growth. The implication of
Treasury’s projection is that increasing workforce participation by older
people and by women can completely offset the slower rate of growth of
the 15 to 59 cohort compared with the rest of the population.
The population projections by the United Nations, the ABS, and Treasury
all depend on a quite high rate of migration. Like other advanced
economies natural population increase in Australia is now quite small. The
fertility rate is below replacement rate, so the only source of natural
increase is declining mortality rates or ageing. In recent decades about
half the growth in population is from natural increase and half from net
overseas migration. In the ABS projection net migration is assumed to be
240 000 each year. Almost all of the projected increase in the Australian
population is attributable to net migration, both the migrants themselves
and then also their offspring. The Intergenerational Report assumes
annual average net migration of 215 000.

…Australia has the
potential for relatively
rapid output growth.

Australian productivity growth has been reasonably good compared with
other advanced economies, but not exceptionally good. From 1980 to
2015 total labour productivity increased at an annual average rate of
1.6 per cent. Across the sectors where the ABS is confident it can
actually measure productivity, it increased at an annual average rate of
46
2.3 per cent in the 19 years from 1996 to 2015. Labour productivity
growth slowed in the early years of the mining boom but has since picked
up again. Over the period 2010 to 2015 labour productivity in the market
sector increased at an annual average rate of 2.1 per cent.
Even with modest productivity projections, Australia has the potential for
relatively rapid output growth. For example, in its 2015 Intergenerational
Report projections Treasury adopts an assumption of future annual
average labour productivity growth of 1.5 per cent. This is around the
long-term average rate of increase. Combined with its projection of a
1.3 per cent annual average increase in hours worked gives Treasury’s
base case of annual average GDP growth of 2.8 per cent. This is not far
below the 3.1 per cent average of the last 40 years.
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Treasury’s projection means that real living standards per head can
47
increase by an annual average of 1.5 per cent. This compares with the
1.7 per cent average over the past 40 years, and the 1.4 per cent average
of the past 16 years. With the right policies, Treasury implies, Australian
living standards per head can rise just as much in annual average terms
in the next 40 years as the past 16 years.
The projection that Australian output and living standards will rise in line
with productivity gains and workforce growth depends on an assumption
that Australian and foreign demand for its goods and services will be
sufficient to permit full employment. But this is not an unreasonable
assumption. Four-fifths of Australia’s output of goods and services are
consumed within Australia. Demand in the global economy is likely to
continue to expand somewhat faster than Australian output, and much of
this growth will be in the Asian markets growing faster than the global
48
economy as a whole. By way of example, if China’s market for services
continues to grow faster than China’s GDP, and if Australia did no better
than to keep the same share of China’s market for services it has today,
then Australia’s service exports to China would grow at more than twice
49
the rate of Australian GDP.
Though a little slower than the past, the growth of Australian living
standards can continue to increase at least as fast as those in most of
Europe, the United Kingdom, Japan, and the United States. In its latest
calculations the US Congressional Budget Office adopts for the next
30 years a labour productivity projection of 1.7 per cent, higher than
50
Treasury’s for Australia. But its projection for the annual average growth
of hours worked is only 0.4 per cent, well below Treasury’s 1.3 per cent
for Australia. It therefore projects US annual average GDP growth from
2016 through to 2046 at 2.1 per cent, compared with an average over the
past three decades of 2.6 per cent. With population growth projected at
an annual average of 0.7 per cent through to 2046, the implication is that
US living standards or GDP per head will increase by an annual average
of 1.4 per cent compared with 1.6 per cent over the past three decades.
Even if Australia’s productivity growth is a little below the United States,
even if its population growth is nearly twice as fast, the increase in its
living standards per head can be a little above those now expected in
the United States.

AUSTRALIA’S PROSPERITY IS NOT ASSURED
It might be concluded from this Analysis that Australia has most of what it
needs for a prosperous future, and that much of what it must do to secure
that future it is already doing. I think that would be entirely the wrong
conclusion to draw.
It is true Australia has considerable strengths even in a slowing global
economy. But many of Australia’s strengths are fragile, under strain, and
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contested. The policy requirements they impose are very far from the
centre of Australia’s political debate.

Most of these strengths
are in Australia’s human
capital, its people.

Most of these strengths are in Australia’s human capital, its people. But
getting the most from these strengths depends on recognising what they
are, valuing them, and sustaining and improving them.
To offset the declining share of workforce-aged members in the
population, for example, Australia will need to continue to do more to make
it more attractive for women to work, for older people to keep working, and
for workers displaced in one job to be retrained for another. It will need to
spend more on child care, advance the pension entitlement age again,
and align it with the age for accessing superannuation. All these changes
at this point look politically either difficult or impossible.
Australia will need to close the federal deficit to prevent debt interest
chewing up more of the income of future workers. That too looks difficult.
It is not at all reassuring that Australia has a large, long-running fiscal
deficit in an economy which has expanded without interruption for a
quarter of a century.
To support a rising level of education and training Australia will need to
carry through the Gonski schools program, rethink and properly resource
vocational education and training, and at least maintain the commitment
to university education.
Productivity growth essentially depends on services sector productivity
growth, since that is what most of us do. And services sector productivity
growth in turn depends on the rapidity of technological innovation, on
education and training, and success in building markets. All those
requirements are difficult. For example, excluding tourism and education,
Australia’s service exports total less than 1.5 per cent of GDP. The
opportunity may be there, the hype is certainly there, but Australian
business has a very long way to go in successfully exporting services
beyond education and tourism.
Compared with other advanced economies, Australia’s workforce growth
can be its greatest strength. The realisation of that advantage depends
completely on sustaining a skills-based migration program of at least the
same size as recent years. As global competition for skilled migrants
increases, Australia’s migration program will have to move from passive
acceptance of applications to active recruitment.
In the United Kingdom and the United States voters have expressed
growing opposition to much smaller immigration than Australia has
accepted in recent decades. Sustaining political support for high levels of
migration will depend on maintaining a reasonably fair distribution of the
gains of prosperity. With increasing disparity in wealth and to a much
lesser extent in income, a fair society will be harder to maintain.
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It will not be easy but if Australia recognises and cultivates its advantages
and distributes the gains fairly, it can over the next quarter century
increase the size of its economy and its living standards faster than in
most other advanced economies. That surely is a prize worth seeking.
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